Abstract-Face verification is defined as a person whose identity is claimed a priori will be compared with the person's individual template in database, and then the system checks whether the similarity between pattern and template is sufficient to provide access. In this paper we introduce a new procedure of face verification with an embedding Electoral College framework, which has been applied successfully in face identification. 
INTRODUCTION
ace recognition can be generally defined as identify or verify one or more persons in a still or video image of a scene by using a stored database of faces (Zhao et al. 2003 ). The only difference between identification and verification is that identification refers to a positive ID of identity within a predefined identities group (One-to-Many); while verification refers to a positive ID of specific Identity (One-to-One). Other than that, identification and verification work in exactly the same way.
Because of increasing commercial and security needs, face recognition, as a biometrics technique, has received a lot of attentions in the past decades. Since the 1990s, the researchers have put tremendous efforts in this research area, and acquired an enormous accomplishment in a very short time. Numerous algorithms have been developed, and the face recognition systems which are based on these algorithms have been applied in real life (Biometrics History, NSTC Subcommittee on Biometrics). Holistic algorithms are the most popular approaches so far; they are mostly developed for the face identification, and can naturally be applied into the face verification systems.
However, the field of face recognition is still full of challenges. Current face recognition does not work well under some conditions, such as poor lighting, sunglasses, long hair, or other objects partially covering the subject's face. And sometimes, even a low resolution image or a big smile can lead to a less effect in the system.
As a decision making strategy, voting scheme has been recently applied into the face identification system (Chen and Tokuda. 2003; Artiklar et al. 2003; Faltemier et al. 2006 ). According to the previous research works, we can see that multi-level voting scheme is able to significantly improve the performance of holistic algorithms in the face identification Chen and Tokuda 2005) . The next step of inquiry is to investigate the possibility of adopting the regional voting scheme into the face verification system. This paper intends to investigate strategies of embedding the Regional Voting scheme into a regular face verification procedure.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section II describes the methodology of this research. In Section III, the experiment procedures are demonstrated, and the results and accompanying analysis are presented. Finally, the conclusions and discussions of future work are provided in Section IV.
II. APPROACHES
This Section first formulates a model of the Regional Voting face verification system. Later, the evaluation method is presented as well.
A. Proposed Procedure of Face Verification
The proposed face verification procedure is developed based on the original face verification procedure. It includes four major components: the Regional Scheme, Lower Dimensional Space, the Matching Processor and the Voting/Scoring Model; and two databases: the Database of Gallery Regional Subspace Vectors, and the Database of Regional Thresholds. Before constructing the new face verification process, we had to first establish two new databases. As shown in Fig. 1 , in order to establish the two new databases, we had to first collect a training data which includes both the gallery images and the training images. Under the regional voting scheme, the gallery images were first divided into nonoverlapping regions in the Regional Scheme. Then a holistic algorithm was used to obtain subspace vectors, and then to project the regional vectors into lower dimensional subspace. Finally those regional subspace vectors were saved as data in the Database of Gallery Regional Subspace Vectors. Meanwhile, the training images were also divided into regions and projected into lower dimensional subspaces. In the proposed face verification procedure ( Fig. 2) , the testing images are first partitioned into non-overlapping regions and then represent the subimage of each region by a raw vector. The vector of each region is then projected into the lower dimension space to generate a regional subspace vector. After obtaining the regional subspace vectors, in the matching processor, by calculating the Euclidean distance of two vectors, the similarities between the testing image regional vectors and the corresponding gallery image regional vectors are measured. Finally, in the Voting/Scoring Model, the regional similarity values are compared to the stored regional thresholds. If the similarity distance is less than or equal to the threshold, then the region gets a vote/score of 1, otherwise, a vote/score of 0.
Since we are using the "Two-level Regional Voting Scheme," after the voting/scoring for each region, we will have the total votes for the whole image (sum the votes for all regions of one image). Another threshold is needed to classify the whole image. For example: take 3x3 division as an example; assume we set the threshold as 3; there are a total 4 regions out of 9 regions vote for 1 (i.e. the score is 4); then this image will be verified as the image that it declared. Each input regional vector of testing image is matched with its corresponding gallery regional vector by calculating the similarities between vectors. And then a corresponding regional threshold is used to determine whether the input regional vector is classified. If it is classified, this region gets a vote/score of 1 or 0. This process was repeated for all the regions and all the votes/scores received by each image in the database were tracked. Once the voting/scoring was done, a total score of each image was obtained by summing the votes/scores of all the regions. Now, by employing another threshold, we can determine whether the whole input image is classified.
B. Regional Scheme

D. Shifting
In order to provide robustness to small amounts of shift, normally the shift process is applied when computing the distance between a testing image region and gallery images regions. In our study, we use 2 steps shifting for 4 directions: north, south, east, and west, which gives 25 Nation Region
3×
Partitions shifts in total for each region, and we then record the smallest distance (Artiklar et al. 1999 ). We conduct experiments on these data sets with the cropped face images of size 64 ×64 pixels, each with 256 grey levels per pixel. We use all 50 random splits available in the UIUC versions to test the performances of our proposed systems. We can see clearly that our regional voting approach can improve the performances of original PCA and S-LDA approaches significantly.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Data Sets
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Summary
In this paper, we have proposed the two-level regional voting face verification procedure which has employed the Electoral College framework into the original face verification process. Two face recognition algorithms PCA and S-LDA are embedded into the proposed procedure. The experiments match with the theories that we have proposed: 1. The Electoral College framework is adopted into face verification systems successfully. 2. We have known that when both the traditional algorithm and newly develop algorithm are used as global approaches for matching whole face images directly, the newly developed approaches do has a significant improvements compared with the traditional.
B. Future work
In our experiment, we tested our models by using ORL and Yale database of faces which are known as relatively small databases. Although we have concluded that the Electoral College framework has better performance for smaller database, a test on some larger database, such as FERET will be helpful for the further investigation into the face verification system with Electoral College framework embedded. Also, in the experiments, we have only constructed our testing models with two-level regions, it is showed that multi-regional voting with smaller sized regions always demonstrates and improved stability over those with larger sized regions, including the national voting in its limiting case in particular . Therefore, in the future, to extent our two-level regional voting models to multi-level regional voting model (such as, three-level or four-level) may be the next research concern. We have embedded the traditional algorithm PCA and the newly developed algorithm S-LDA in the proposed procedure. And there are some other traditional algorithm and newly developed algorithm, such as LDA, and fisherface algorithms, S-LPP and SRDA, which can be also embedded in our proposed procedure. According to the experiment results, traditional algorithm PCA has achieved a greater improvement than S-LDA does. But to obtain a conclusion of "the proposed procedure improves the traditional algorithms more", we will need more experiments on employing more algorithms into the proposed procedure.
In the experiment, we have only took the partition of 10×10 as a comparing object, and from the previous work of Chen and Tokuda (Chen and Tokuda 2003), we have known that the partitioning of images also affects the experiment results. Therefore, a thorough experiment on different partitioning is necessary for future research.
